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The Ballad of Never After reading vlog (spoiler-free) + horses, another book event and a book haul! Fantasy and retellings were getting me through the month | August Wrap Up
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With new laws banning abortions, hospitals are anticipating more babies to be born. A south side hospital is preparing baby supply bags for mothers in need.
Nest Program at south side hospital gives baby supplies to mothers in need
It’s distinct from the Look and Talk feature on the Nest Hub Max, which allows you to issue any command without the ‘Hey Google’ wake word, but you have to be standing close to the display, looking ...
Skip ‘Hey Google’ with the Nest Hub Max’s new Quick Phrases
When I couldn’t find the black velvet jewelry box with my diamond earrings, I didn’t worry — not immediately. It was nearly time to light Shabbat candles, so I put on a different pair of earrings and ...
The Treasure in My Black Box
Continuing to heavily invest in its new partnership with established security company ADT, Google is adding to the $450 million it already put into the company in exchange for its 6.6% stake ownership ...
Google is dumping another $150 million into its Nest product partnership with ADT
According to 9TO5Google, Google revealed images of the new wired doorbell named ‘venus’ through the updated Google Home app. Alphabet will showcase its Nest doorbell and other Nest smart home products ...
Alphabet's (GOOGL) New Nest Doorbell to Enhance Security
Faulkner (Gaijin: American Prisoner of War) employs stunningly realistic b&w comics spreads and aching prose to deliver a forthright account of one Japanese American family during WWII. Ten-year ...
My Nest of Silence
Do you own a Nest Doorbell? Are you a fan of its annual attempts to liven up the holidays around your home by offering custom, themed ringtones? Well, it's that time of the year again, and Google is ...
Made by Google reveals its seasonal Nest Doorbell ringtones
Nest is a "home within a home for over 70 small ... but that mostly came into play in decorating my own home and helping friends with theirs,” Moschella, 62, of Northport, explains.
70 small businesses come together at Nest on Main in Northport
Unfortunately, this camera won’t recognize packages, which is something the Nest Doorbell does. I’m not sure why Google left this feature out. During my time with the camera, it was pretty ...
Google Nest Cam review: Finally, a wireless camera from Nest
Kimanzi Constable is a full-time traveler who has stayed in over 100 Airbnbs in 84 countries. He thinks more hosts should supply cookware and Wi-Fi.
I'm a full-time traveler who has stayed in over 100 Airbnbs. Here are 8 mistakes I see hosts make.
A mother claiming to suffer from 'empty nest syndrome' who attacked and repeatedly ... The girlfriend tried to drive away but my client stood in front trying to prevent that happening.
Cheshire mother punched son in the face after moving in with girlfriend who 'took him away from her'
The mornings in Birdland are mine. Well, mine and Ursula’s and the birds’. I have discovered a new app for my phone from Cornell University: “Merlin,” which can record birdsongs ...
Letter from Birdland | Birdsong in the mornings
A mother suffering from “empty nest” syndrome attacked her only child ... The girlfriend tried to drive away but my client stood in front trying to prevent that happening.
Jealous mum with 'empty nest’ syndrome attacks only son who left home to be with girlfriend
New technologies can create new opportunities to engage with customers — but is it always worth it for companies to build out a presence on these platforms? When it comes to launching a voice ...
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